AEROFLIGHT™ ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE INDICATOR/AUTOPILOT ADAPTER

AeroFlight KI 300 / KA 310 is an electronic attitude indicator and autopilot adapter that replaces mechanical autopilot attitude indicators for legacy BendixKing autopilots or for use as a stand alone primary attitude indicator.

Replace your mechanical attitude indicator

- Certified as sole source 3-axis attitude reference for Autopilot
  - Also replaces KRG 330 and 331 yaw rate sensors
- Includes Flight Director bars and Decision Height annunciation
- Adds TSO’ed configurable Altimeter/Airspeed/Vertical Speed tapes and slip indicator
- In panel Autopilot Alignment and Air Data calibration simplifies installation and maintenance
- Dramatically improved reliability

To learn more, call 1.855.250.7027, contact your local BendixKing dealer or visit www.bendixking.com